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President’s Message
September 2016

By Heide Stover
Fellow Camera Club Members,

I was happy to see such a good turnout for the potluck. Very glad to see some newer 
members come to that. These informal get togethers are a great way to really meet 
and talk to other camera club members.

There were lots of wonderful food and plenty of room to sit and chat with others. 
Trey put on a good show with different U-Tube clips. Trey and Becky are always 
wonderful host and hostess.

This month we will be back at West Lane Bowl on the 3rd Thursday of the month for 
our regular meeting. I am looking forward to seeing what everyone comes up with 
for the special subject! I will be in Tennessee for a week and hope to find something 
there for the next meeting. 

Camera Club Council will be starting up again this month as well with a meeting on 
the 11th. Anyone who would like to enter, please check with Dean or Sharon as I will 
not be able to go this month. 

We need to start thinking about getting a nominating committee together. Anyone 
interested please email me and let me know. Also anyone interested in being on the 
board please let me know. Weather has been a little cooler now. No excuses for not 
getting out and shooting stuff. So get out there and shoot!

See you all at the next meeting.

Heide

219 E Weber Ave (Across From The 
Court House)

Stockton, CA 95202-2706
Phone: 209-464-2299/Fax: 209-464-9229

www.ulmerphoto.com
Email: Ulmerphoto@aol.com

A Big Thank You to Our Sponsors!
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Topaz Labs

Bryan Peterson School of Photography
 

For a 10% discount go to bpsop.com and apply the code, 
stockton2016, at checkout

breakthrough.photography

For a 15% discount go to 
Topaz Labs and apply the code, 
SCCC15TOPAZ, at checkout
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http://www.topazlabs.com/store
https://www.topazlabs.com/store
http://bpsop.com/
bpsop.com
http://bpsop.com/
http://breakthrough.photography/
https://www.topazlabs.com/store
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CreativeLive empowers you to unleash your potential by bringing 
the world’s greatest experts directly to you, live. Featuring 
workshops in photography, video, design, business, audio, music, 
and software training, CreativeLive unlocks previously closed 
doors by making dynamic education accessible to everyone.

Anyone can watch our live online workshops — for free — and 
interact with instructors in real time. The future of education is 
interactive, free, and live now. Join us.

www.creativelive.com

Trey Ratcliff

RedRiverPaper

https://www.creativelive.com/catalog/all
https://store.stuckincustoms.com/
http://www.redrivercatalog.com/browse/index.htm


A. GENERAL RULES
1. Only paid-up members may enter club competition. 
2. Regular print and digital image competition period: Once 
each month except January. A competition year is February 
through December. Current regular meetings are February, 
March, May, July, September, October and December. The 
number of meetings may change from time to time at the 
discretion of the Board of Directors and approval of the 
general membership as facilities permit. The Annual Awards 
Dinner will be held in January.
3. A total of four (4) images (all prints, all digital or a 
combination of both) may be entered each competition 
month. A total of three (3) images may be entered in the Open 
Division and a total of one (1) in the Special Subject Division. 
The number of entries may change from time to time at the 
discretion of the Board of Directors and the approval of the 
general membership. 
4. Each image will be scored from 6 to 12 points. All prints or 
digital images receiving 11 or 12 points will be classed as an 
honor image. The title of each print or digital image entered 
will be read before being evaluated. The name of the maker 
will be read for 11-point honor winners. Maker’s names will 
be announced for the 12 point images after the Print & Digital 
Image-of-the-Month winners are chosen. 
5. A print or digital image that does not receive an honor score, 
may be re-entered one more time in the same division. 
6. A print or digital image may be entered in all divisions for 
which it qualifies; i.e., an honor image in Open may also be 
entered in the Special Subject Division at another competition. 
A print or digital image that receives an honor score may not 
be re-entered in the same division.
7. Any print or digital image that appears to be ineligible for 
competition or not qualified for a specific division could expect 
to be challenged. The Competition Vice-President shall decide 
whether or not the image is acceptable.
8. The exhibitor must have exposed each negative, slide or 
digital image entered. All images submitted for judging must 
be the work of the photographer/maker including the taking of 
the images and any digital enhancements and/or manipulation 
of the image. This does not apply to the processing of film or 
printing by a commercial processor.
9. The same image should not be entered both as a print and a 
projected digital image in the same competition.
10. In the event of absence or barring unforeseen circumstances, 
a member may submit make-up prints or digital images for 
one competition night per competition year; and whenever 
possible must submit all make-up prints or digital images at 
the meeting immediately following the month a member failed 
or was unable to submit the prints or digital images. Make-ups 
in the Special Subject Division must be the same subject as the 
month missed. Also, in case of absence a member may assign 
the responsibility of submitting his or her prints and/or digital 
images for competition to another member.
11. A club member who serves as judge cannot enter his or 
her own prints or digital images in the same competition. The 
judge’s make-up prints or digital images can then be entered 
in another competition during that competition year. This 
is in addition to the once-a-year make-up provision already 
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2016 Competition Policy

allowed.
12. Prints or digital images may be projected/viewed briefly 
before the judging of each division if the judge indicates he/she 
would like a preview.

B. PRINT ENTRY RULES
1. Each print entered must have a completed label attached 
to the back of the print including; name of maker, title, date 
entered and Division (Open or Special Subject). The writing or 
printing on the form must be legible. Labels must be attached 
on the back of the print in the upper left-hand corner for 
correct viewing of the print.
2. All prints must be matted or mounted with a total size 
(including mat board) of no larger than 18” X 24” and no 
smaller than 8” X 10”. Exception: One side of a Panorama 
Print may be no larger than 36”. Prints that are smaller than 
5” X 7” will not be accepted. The maker’s name must not 
appear on the viewing surface of the image. Framed prints 
shall not be entered.
3. Prints accompanied by entry forms should be submitted no 
later than 15 minutes prior to the start of the regular monthly 
meeting.
4. Prints receiving a score of 12 points, in each class, will be 
regrouped and judged for selection for the Print-of-the-Month 
honors. Print-of-the-Month honors will be given in Class A, 
AA & AAA. 
C. DIGITAL IMAGE ENTRY RULES
1. Digital images must be submitted in a format and by the 
deadline specified by the Competition Vice-President. Digital 
images may be submitted by email, mailed (CD) or delivered 
(CD) to the Competition Vice-President. Definition of Digital 
Image: An image taken with a digital camera, a negative, slide 
or print scanned into the computer and processed digitally.
2. Images must be in a format compatible with the projector. 
The key thing to keep in mind when formatting photos for 
submission is that the projector we use in the competition has 
a (maximum) resolution of 1400 x 1050 pixels. This means that 
any photo that exceeds this size in either dimension, could end-
up being cropped by the projector. In other words: the image 
width cannot be more than 1400 pixels and the image height 
cannot be more than 1050 pixels. If your image is horizontal, 
only change the width to 1400, if your image is vertical, only 
change the height to 1050. Do not change both. Down-sizing 
the image from the “native” resolution coming out of your 
camera also significantly reduces the file size. This helps when 
emailing the files and takes-up less space on our hard-drives.
3. The maker’s name, title of image, date entered and division 
(Open or Special Subject) must be included as the title of the 
image. When you have finished re-sizing your image save your 
image with a new title. For example do a Save as: Smith_
Sunrise Splendor_05-15_O.jpeg. (O-Open or SS-Special 
Subject). Specify whether you’re Beginner, Advanced or Very 
Advanced.
4. Digital Images receiving a score of 12 points, in each class, 
will be regrouped and judged for selection for the Digital 
Image-of-the-Month honors. Digital Image-of-the-Month 
honors will be given in Class A, AA & AAA.
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Stockton Camera Club
Monthly Competition - July 2016

This month’s judge,Truman Holtzclaw, viewed 71 images with an  average score of 11.5.  
He awarded 26 twelves.  The following received image of the month honors.

Congratulations to all the winners!!!

Digital Image of the Month Class A – Windmills by Richard Bullard
Digital Image of the Month Class AA – Everlasting Reflections by Christine Blue

Digital Image of the Month Class AAA – Dreamy Seacliff Sunset by Suanne Nichols

Print of the Month Class A – Zoey by Ron Wetherell
Print of the Month Class AA – Magical Clock by Elizabeth Parrish

Print of the Month Class AAA – Fishing Boat” by Joanne Sogsti

Please check out the website, http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.html
July 2016 - Class A TOTAL OPEN SUBJECT FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC

Paul Chapman 206 172 34 42 32 43 43 46 0 0 0 0
Richard Bullard 163 151 24 0 36 34 46 47 0 0 0 0
Diana White 136 136 0 0 33 31 42 30 0 0 0 0
Lanny Brown 75 75 0 10 22 20 0 23 0 0 0 0
Josh Caine 64 21 0 0 21 0 43 0 0 0 0 0
Ron Wetheral 59 58 0 0 0 35 0 24 0 0 0 0
Shari Liwanag 45 45 0 22 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0

July 2016 - Class AA TOTAL OPEN  SS FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Ed Richter 222 178 44 39 45 45 46 47 0 0 0 0
Gary Brown 216 169 46 42 40 42 45 47 0 0 0 0
Kris Borgen 214 173 41 41 44 41 43 45 0 0 0 0
Elizabeth Parrish 213 173 40 40 42 44 44 43 0 0 0 0
Sheldon McCormick 204 161 42 40 43 35 44 42 0 0 0 0
Christine Blue 181 147 34 45 0 44 45 47 0 0 0 0
Charlene Martin 30 30 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

July 2016 - Class AAA TOTAL OPEN SUBJECT FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Dean Taylor 231 151 34 45 48 46 45 47 0 0 0 0
Susanne Nichols 231 186 45 45 47 45 46 48 0 0 0 0
Heide Stover 229 187 42 44 44 47 47 47 0 0 0 0
Joanne Sogsti 228 182 46 45 47 47 44 45 0 0 0 0
Em McLaren 224 179 45 44 45 43 46 46 0 0 0 0
Doug Ridgway 222 181 42 41 44 47 43 47 0 0 0 0
Stan Sogsti 221 177 45 44 43 45 43 46 0 0 0 0
Sharon McLemore 180 99 36 45 44 46 45 0 0 0 0 0
Trey Steinhart 171 136 35 33 46 45 0 47 0 0 0 0
Carol Marshall 83 62 21 41 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Debra Goins 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.htmlhttp://
http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.htmlhttp://
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2016 Calendar of Events
Every 3rd Thursday

(Except April, June & 
Aug) 6:30 PM

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

Membership Meeting
Contact Heide Stover

h1stover@aol.com

Friday
September 2 http://www.sjvccc.org/ September SJVCC Digital Image Entry Deadline

Friday
September 11

Ramada Inn
324 East Shaw, Fresno, CA Seotember SJVCC Meeting

Thursday
September 15

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

September General Meeting
Special Subject - MACRO (Close-ups) 

Saturday
 October 1

https://cranefestival.com/artshow-call-
toartists.php

20th Annual Sandhill Crane Festival
Entry Deadline

Thursday
October 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

October General Meeting
Special Subject - Black & White/Monochrome

Friday - Sunday
 November 4-6

Lodi Hutchins Street Square
125 S Hutchins St, Lodi, CA 20th Annual Sandhill Crane Festival

Thursday
November 16

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

November General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
December 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

December General Meeting
Special Subject - Nature (Using PSA rules)

2017 Calendar of Events
January TBA Annual Banquet

Thursday
February 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

February General Meeting
Special Subject - Humor

Thursday
March 16

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

March General Meeting
Special Subject - Series of 3 

Thursday
May 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

May General Meeting
Special Subject - Movie Titles

Thursday
June 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

June General Meeting
Special Subject - Prints only with no special subject

http://www.sjvccc.org/
https://cranefestival.com/artshow-calltoartists.php
https://cranefestival.com/artshow-calltoartists.php


Lighting Tips for Macro Photography, with Lester Lefkowitz
By Jill Waterman 

Photography/Tips and Solutions

The mysterious realms of 
miniscule objects, colorful flora 
and creepy-crawly bugs hold a 
fascination for image makers of 
all sorts. Most photographers 
know that capturing images on 
such an intimate scale requires a 
macro lens or special accessories 
to allow for close focusing, but 
another critical component is 
the lighting.

For an overview on the different 
lighting tools and approaches to 
consider, we spoke with macro 
photography and lighting 
specialist Lester Lefkowitz, who will present a talk about macro photography at the B&H Event Space on June 22.

“While the hard part of macro photography is steadiness, focusing, and depth of field, lighting is the second thing that people 
have to deal with when they’re new,” he explains.

Natural light close-ups with ambient sunlight
The most basic approach to 
macro work is to take advantage 
of natural sunlight. Arguably 
the most popular subjects to 
explore here are the flowers 
and foliage from your nearest 
garden.

With your gear tightly framed 
on your macro subject, the 
unfiltered sunlight might seem 
adequate for making a picture, 
yet in reality it’s not quite that 
simple. “Even though it may 
look pretty to your eye, direct 
sunlight is usually very, very 
harsh,” says Lefkowitz. “You 
want much softer light.”

The easiest options for 
tempering direct sunlight are 
to wait for overcast conditions 
or find a shady spot. You can 
also hold a small collapsible 
reflector over the subject for 
instant shade. “This makes a 

huge difference in how the flowers look,” Lefkowitz says.

Purple flowers (cineraria). 
Photographed with available light in a greenhouse; about 0.5X.
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http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/users/jill-waterman
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-and-solutions
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/EventSpace.jsp
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/358633-REG/Impact_R1612_Reflector_Disc_Collapsible.html
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/358633-REG/Impact_R1612_Reflector_Disc_Collapsible.html
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Another technical consideration is motion blur. At macro scale, Lefkowitz explains that there’s no such thing as a windless day. 
“When you’re that close up, the slightest breeze will look like an earthquake is striking,” he says. The patience to wait until 
everything stops shaking is crucial.

Considerations when introducing flash
To avoid motion issues and 
control the lighting better, 
many photographers choose to 
incorporate a flash unit with 
macro subjects.

Built-in or on-camera flash units 
illuminate the subject straight-
on, resulting in a flat, boring 
effect. Lefkowitz notes, “Pop-
up flash generally doesn’t work 
very well for macro work,” 
since the light from a built-
in flash unit can be blocked 
by the camera lens at close 
distances. When using a hot-
shoe-mounted flash, he advises 
to, “get the flash off the camera 
and hold it off to the side.” To 
do this while taking advantage 
of TTL exposure controls, 
you’ll need a flash synch cord, a 
remote transmitter or an optical 
slave to maintain a connection 
between your camera and flash.

Ring flash techniques

A specialty option well suited to 
macro work, a ring flash has a 
circular design that surrounds 
the camera lens. Invented for 
use in dental photography, its 
characteristic shadowless, flat 
light also makes it very useful 
for other medical applications.

While ring flash provides soft 
light when fitted around your 
lens, Lefkowitz suggests, “Take 
it off the camera and handhold 
it a little off to the side. You’ll 
get much more interesting, 
dimensional light.”

Although shooting with the 
flash in one hand and your 
camera in the other might 
seem precarious, Lefkowitz 
says, “although the camera’s 
flash synch speed might be 
1/200 of a second, the effective 
shutter speed is about 1/2000 
of a second, or faster,” which is 
more than sufficient to ensure 
sharpness.

Off-camera flash, outdoors, through a 12 x 12" diffuser. 
A slow shutter speed was used to brighten the background. About 0.5X.

Queen Anne’s lace, photographed outdoors with a ring flash in varied positions. 
At left, it surrounds the lens, creating fairly flat illumination. 

At right, it is handheld from the side, offering more dimensional lighting.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/On-Camera-Flashes/ci/647/N/4168864822
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?Ntt=flash+synch+cord&N=0&InitialSearch=yes&sts=ma&typedValue=&Top+Nav-Search=
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?Ntt=remote+transmitter&N=0&InitialSearch=yes&sts=ma&typedValue=&Top+Nav-Search=
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Optical-Slaves/ci/1736/N/4168864834?origSearch=optical%20slave
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Optical-Slaves/ci/1736/N/4168864834?origSearch=optical%20slave
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Macro-Ringlights/ci/649/N/4168864821?origSearch=ring%20flash
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Macro tools and techniques for moving creatures
 

Another popular macro subject, insects generally require much higher 
magnification—1 to 1 (life size), 1X, 2X, 3X, or more. “At that magnification, the 
bug will be out of focus if you’re off by a millimeter, so shooting with available 
light is generally not practical,” says Lefkowitz, although he has used available 
light for caterpillars and butterflies. “They’re much bigger and tend to hold 
still for a fraction of a second,” he explains. To minimize movement, Lefkowitz 
recommends shooting early in the morning, when it’s cool and critters are not 
as active.

  
 

When shooting bugs, Lefkowitz generally recommends a flash, saying, “If the insect moves a little bit you can follow it and the 
flash freezes your motion, and obviously freezes the insect’s motion.”

Adding diffusion
With any macro subject, an on-flash light modifier is a handy accessory for your lighting setup. As Lefkowitz explains, following 
the basic rule of thumb that “small sources make harsh light and large sources make soft light,” modifiers serve to diffuse and 
broaden the light for a softer effect.

Considering things from a macro dimension, he notes, “the illumination from a 1 x 2" flash head is very small, and therefore 
harsh, yet a 4 x 6" flash diffuser is really big compared to an insect.”

Flash diffusers come in a variety of shapes and sizes and slip easily onto a flash head or attach with hook-and-loop fasteners
Lefkowitz suggests aiming the light, “more or less above the insect, which mimics natural light.

Black swallowtail caterpillar, 
shot outdoors using a tripod on a cloudy day. 

Cropped from 1X.

Spider and its web, illuminated with ring flash mounted on 150mm lens, 
and five-exposure focus stack. At left, about 1.5X; at right, about 2X.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/On-Camera-Flashes/ci/647/N/4168864822
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Indoor studio setups and shooting tents

  
 

Moving indoors, Lefkowitz says 
that a windowsill with indirect 
ambient light can be a suitable 
setting for macro work. “You 
want the window light coming 
in from the side or even a bit 
behind you” he explains.
But while a windowsill can 
make a quick and easy studio 
set, natural light changes 
quickly, which becomes 
an obvious limitation. For 
maximum control, many people 
prefer capturing indoor macro 
situations by setting up strobes 
or continuous lighting and a 
shooting tent, which creates 
“a dome of soft unified light,” 
Lefkowitz says.

Still life with peaches on a windowsill, shot on a very cloudy day. 
Macro view of peaches at about 1/2X. 

Intentional large aperture (f/5.6) for shallow depth of field.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/browse/strobe-lighting/ci/22522/N/3988592069
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/browse/continuous-lighting/ci/22521/N/3988592086
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?Ntt=shooting+tent&N=0&InitialSearch=yes&sts=ma&typedValue=&Top+Nav-Search=
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Focus stacking for macro work

 
“With all macro work, you’re 
usually using small apertures 
to get what little depth of field 
you have,” says Lefkowitz. “As 
you get closer and closer, the 
effective aperture gets smaller 
and smaller.”
He mentions the rule of thumb 
that, “at 1X, (meaning the image 
on the sensor is the same size 
as your object) you effectively 
lose two stops of light, and at ½ 
life size, you lose about a stop,” 
which is a valid reason to add 
strobe or a continuous source 
such as LED or incandescent 
lighting. 

While not strictly related to 
lighting, one trick for enhancing 
the sharpness in a studio setting 
is a technique called focus 
stacking, wherein a series of 
digital photos are taken at 

different focus points, and then combined in special software. This technique is described in Shawn Steiner’s explora article, 
Photo Editing Tutorial.

Stop-motion macro subjects
 Perhaps the ultimate challenge for macro photographers is the classic water 
drop splash. This is best achieved in a completely darkened room with the 
camera on a tripod and the shutter open. Most importantly, “you need some 
way of triggering the flash at the instant the droplet hits the water,” Lefkowitz 
explains. “You also have to set up some kind of device to make the liquid drip 
in a consistent manner, creating the splash at the exact point of focus.” 

The key component is an electronic trigger, armed with either a laser or 
infrared beam, which is aligned right below where the water drop comes out. 
The trigger incorporates a timer, which is adjustable to the millisecond. The 
falling drop breaks the beam, and triggers the timer, which fires the flash.

Adjusting the timer to the right instant in the trajectory of the drop requires 
testing, since the flash can easily fire a little too soon or too late. Lefkowitz says, 
“you can adjust the delay between when the water droplet breaks the beam 
and the time it takes to fall the distance and make the splash,” thereby allowing 
you to capture discrete instants in the full range of motion—from when the 
drop starts falling, to its growth, until it makes a crown on the surface of the 
water, and then collapses.

With this setup, “don’t aim the flash at the subject,” he advises. “Light up the 
background instead, so you’re looking at the water through the background—
it’s much prettier.”

Contrary to other macro flash techniques, stop-motion lighting is usually done 
with the flash in manual mode, instead of TTL. A TTL system measures the 
light at the film plane or sensor, which does not account for lighting shifts based 
on the motion of the drop. “You’ll be trying to capture the splash over and over 
and over until you get the timing right,” Lefkowitz explains. “So you need the 
lighting to be consistent.”

Common salt crystals sitting on glass plate, 
lit from below with small tungsten spotlight. 13X focus stack.

Water drop splash, backlit 
through a diffuser with approximately 

1/30,000-second flash illumination. 
About 0.5X.

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-and-solutions/photo-editing-tutorial-macro-photography-focus-stacking
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/camera-trigger-systems/ci/27982/N/3777857686
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He recommends setting the flash to low power, “because you want that really short duration to freeze the motion. When you’re 
photographing something far away, at maximum power, the flash will stay on for as long as 1/1,000 of a second, but as you get 
closer and closer to the subject you don’t need as much flash power, he adds. “The flash typically turns off around 1/30,000 of a 
second.”

In bringing up flash duration, Lefkowitz reveals a general misconception that people have when it comes to flash photography. 
“People think that an automatic flash puts out different amounts of light,” he says, “but that’s not true, it puts out light of a 
different duration. That’s how a flash controls its brightness.”

 

A frequent speaker at the B&H Event Space, join Lester Lefkowitz on Monday, 
May 23, from 4:00-6:00 p.m., for an engaging lecture on travel photography.

On Tuesday, June 7, he will be leading a Macro Photography Walk in Central 
Park from 3:00-6:00 p.m., as part of the B&H Optic 2016 conference. On 
Wednesday, June 22, from 1:00-3:00 p.m., Lefkowitz will focus on Macro 
Photography at the B&H Event Space. And during the weekend of August 13-
14, join him for a weekend workshop on Close-Up and Macro Photography at 
New York’s International Center of Photography.

You can view more of Lefkowitz’s macro work at www.macrophotographer.
net, and his travel and industrial work at www.LesterLefkowitz.com.

For more information on everything photography, check out B&H’s Learn 
Photography portal. You’ll find video tutorials, tips, inspirational articles, 
and gear reviews. B&H is “The Professional’s Source” for learning about 
photography.

Tulip, photographed with flash, and top lit with 
small softbox. About 0.5X.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/promotion/12006/optic-2016.html
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/EventSpace.jsp
http://school.icp.org/modules/shop/index.html?action=section&OfferingID=-89&SectionID=849
http://www.macrophotographer
http://www.LesterLefkowitz.com
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/learn-photography
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/learn-photography
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Why I Love Night Photography
By Todd Vorenkamp

The world looks different 
at night. That, more than 
anything, continues to drive 
me toward night photography. 
I started doing photography 
with a Kodak 110 film point-
and-shoot camera, which 
was completely incapable of 
performing satisfying night 
shots due to its lack of manual 
exposure control. The night 
beckoned me. On the very first 
roll of 35mm film I shot with my 
trusty Nikon 6006 are some (very bad) long exposures of jet aircraft taking off and landing at Bradley International Airport. 
Photographs © Todd Vorenkamp

The physiology of our eyes causes 
them to see very differently than 
the camera at night. During the 
day, the cones in the retina reveal 
the world in Technicolor. At night, 
the cone’s companions, the rods, 
work overtime to offer a picture 
of what is before you, which the 
cones relay with muted colors. The 
camera does not know the natural 
boundaries of rods and cones. It 
has the ability to capture color 
regardless of the level of ambient 
light. Therefore, the camera allows 
us to see our dark surroundings 
in a vastly different way than our 
eyes perceive it. Photographing at 
night allows us to see night in all 
its wonderful color.

  
  
  

  

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/users/todd-vorenkamp
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Don’t get me wrong — I enjoy sunshine, summers, and sailing, but there are amazing light shows that you can only see after dark. 
The natural light show of the heavens above is unbeatable. When I was an infant, one of my first words was “moon.” Our natural 
satellite captivates me to this day and I still seek the perfect photo of the moon. The stars and wandering planets come a close 
second to the constellations, the hot red of the red giants, the cold blue of the blue giants, the moons of the Jovian system and 
the seemingly endless expanse of the Milky Way galaxy. Without the night, these worlds beyond our own would be nonexistent 
to our eyes. 
Of course, I live in New York City so, besides the sun, I get to see only a few stars overhead. No worries for me, the night 
photographer. I am also drawn to the interaction between artificial lights and their environment — especially in an urban setting. 

I walk down a street during the 
day and I might not be inspired 
photographically. But, at night, 
even the most nondescript 
street can ooze with personality. 
See how that streetlamp casts 
a shadow on the sidewalk over 
there? See how that porch light 
intermingles with the textures 
of the brick wall? See how the 
open window on the second 
floor spills warm light onto 
that tree? To me, nighttime 
transforms the mundane into a 
visual spectacle that I can’t wait 
to capture with a camera. 
Henri Cartier-Bresson once 
said, “To me, photography is 
the simultaneous recognition, 
in a fraction of a second, of the 
significance of an event.”

In night photography, there 
are no fractions of a second. 
It is the opposite of point and 
shoot. It isn’t usually about 
moments. It requires thought. 
It requires planning. It requires 
patience. It requires gear. 
Night photography becomes a 
process. I love doing something 
that requires more thought 
than just holding the camera to 
your eye (or hip) and pressing 
a button and then moving on in 
life. To take a photograph in the 
dark you usually have to set up 
a tripod, mount your camera, 
attach a release, compose, and 
then take a photograph. Add 
exposure calculations, light-
meter readings, and test images 
to that list and you begin to 
see that making a photograph 
in darkness requires intricate 
steps. Oh, and sometimes 
the photograph could take 
the better part of an hour or 
more¬ — not a fraction of a 
second. How many moments 
are in a 16-minute exposure?

I love the process

Daytime is boring to me
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There are a lot of ex-spouses, 
girlfriends, and boyfriends 
who can attest to the quirkiness 
of night photography (and 
night photographers). Night 
photography flies in the face 
of today’s fast-paced lifestyle, 
where mail is sent in an instant. 
It flies in the face of the world 
of the smartphone camera shot. 
I have journeyed out into the 
darkness for four hours and 
have come home with eight 
images. I didn’t do anything 
but create photographs the 
entire time. The magic of 
night photography requires a 
commitment of time — time not 
all of us think we have in a given 
evening.
 

If you live in a city, look around 
as you walk about at night. 
Look at the shadows cast by 
streetlamps, headlights, and 
every other electric light that 
shines out into the darkness. 
Picture these scenes in your 
mind’s eye and realize that, 
with the right camera and 
gear, you can capture them in a 
photograph.
 

 
  
 
 

Night photography isn’t for everyone

Observe the night
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If you live outside of urban 
centers, bask in the night sky 
and have a blast capturing star 
trails, the moon, nebulae, and 
the Milky Way. I am jealous 
of your views! Then, as you 
arrive home, see if the light 
from your porch falls in a way 
that helps create elements of a 
photograph. Take a picture of 
that, too.

 

 
Thank you for joining our journey into night photography! For more Visualizing the Night content, please click here: Visualizing 
The Night and share your enthusiasm for the art below in the comments section or reach out to us on social media using 
#visualizethenight. 
Thanks for reading!

See you outside in the dark!

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/p/visualizing-the-night
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/p/visualizing-the-night
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5 Steps to Better Milky Way Pictures!
Don Smith Photography 

August 2016 :: Tip of the Month
 

Let's face it, the last thing our world needs is another 
photograph of the Milky Way. So how do you make your 
Milky Way images stand out above the crowd? Here's my 
secret - it's all about what you choose to put with it!

Here are 5 tips that can help you capture compelling 
Milky Way images:    
1.) Use software to find where the Milky Way will be, then 
scout that location during the day. The brightest part of 
the Milky Way will be from the center of the galactic belt 
south. A great app to help you along is Photo Pills. Others 
are SkyGuide for IOS and Stellarium Mobile for Android. 

2.) Shoot when the moon is not up. It is imperative to 
have a  completely dark sky to allow the Milky Way to 
stand out. If the moon is up, regardless of the phase, it will 
diminish the impact of the Milky Way.

3.) Think foreground. As mentioned, this is my best tip. 
What better to put with the Milky Way than the Grand 
Canyon? I know, most of you don't live next the the 
Grand Canyon but I bet you do live near to some other 
interesting landscape feature. With your apps, see if you 
can find a location that will allow you to place the Milky 
Way in line with something interesting in the foreground. 
Combine the two, and you will have a shot that stands 
out.

4.) Think about the technique of capturing the Milky Way: 
tripod, cable release (or the camera's 2 second timer), 
wide angle lens (14-24mm), a fast aperture (preferably 
f/2.8 or faster), and a camera with low noise capabilities. 
On this particular evening, I had left my Sony A7S back 
in my room, but my Sony a7RII was more than up to the 
test - even at ISO 6400! 

5.) Get the correct exposure. This means relying more 
on your histogram than the LCD or EVF. If all of your 
data is pushed to the left side of the histogram, you will 
be underexposed, even if your LCD or EVF is telling you 
otherwise. I was advising our workshop participants to 
make two exposures for this scene - one for the Milky Way 
and one for the Canyon. I then taught them how easy it 

was to combine the two in Photoshop. I teach this technique in my video series (see below). With the image above, I captured it 
all in one click - but that is the advantage of using the latest Sony mirrorless cameras with their backside illuminated sensor's 
wide dynamic capturing ability.

Bottom line - just get out there and start playing. Everyone in our group had success on this evening - it's not hard once you 
apply these tips. 

If you would like to join Gary Hart and me next August, we will guide you through your own evening capturing the Milky Way. 
We will also help you capture daytime (and night) lightning, rainbows and vibrant sunrises and sunsets at our favorite locations 
along both the north and south rim of Grand Canyon National Park. CLICK HERE for more information. 
  

 

Milky Way and Grand Canyon, 
Wahalla Point, North Rim

Sony a7RII, Sony 24-70mm G Master, 
f/2.8, 30 seconds, ISO 6400
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Now available for the low price of only $39.99

I am very excited to announce that my new video series, "A SIMPLIFIED METHOD TO PROCESSING," is now available for 
the low price of only $39.99. Also, for the first time, each video in the series (22 total) is now available for individual purchase at 
only $5 per lesson. 

2017 Workshops (more listings to come)
Winter Big Sur - January 11-14 (Sold Out :: Waiting List Only)   

Spring Big Sur - March 11-14 (6 spots remain)

Northern Arizona - March 29 - April 2 (Sold Out :: Waiting List Only)

Columbia River Gorge - April 18 - 21 (5 spots remain)
Kauai - June 22-26, 2017 (9 spots remain)

Grand Canyon Monsoon Photo Workshop - August 7-11 (just added :: co-taught with Gary Hart)  
Full Moon at White Sands NM - September 3 - 7 (9 spots remain)

Some readers see this part of your email after the subject line in the inbox.
Write something brief and catchy, compelling them to open the email.

Don Smith Photography

www.donsmithphotography.com
don@donsmithphotography.com

http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workflow-videos
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/WINTER-IN-BIG-SUR-AND-THE-MONT
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/SPRINGTIME-IN-BIG-SUR-AND-THE-
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/2015-Northern-Arizona-Workshop-1
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/COLUMBIA-RIVER-GORGE
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/KAUAI-HAWAII
http://www.garyhartphotography.com/workshops/grand-canyon-photo-workshops/206-grand-canyon-monsoon-workshop-1.html
http://www.donsmithphotography.com/Workshops/Full-Moon-at-White-Sands-Natio
http://www.donsmithphotography.com
mailto:don%40donsmithphotography.com?subject=
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How To Shoot Prize Winning Photos
by Arthur H. Bleich 

Over the years, I’ve analyzed what separates prize-winning 
images from the rest and I’d like to share with you what I’ve 
discovered in this two-part series. Even if prizes are not your 
goal, you can take a creative leap forward if you keep these 

suggestions in mind. Every pro has them burned into their thought processes and all photographers who want to improve their 
work can benefit from them. Let’s begin. 

Look at Lots of Pictures. 
Writers read a lot, artists 
hang out in museums, and 
photographers should be 
looking at as many pictures as 
possible. After awhile, you’ll 
begin to get a feel for what’s 
good and what’s bad. When you 
see an image that really grabs 
your attention save it for future 
reference. Not that you’re 
going to slavishly copy it, but 
it can give you a good starting 
point for approaching a similar 
subjects. Don’t overlook comic 
book art and creative shots 
on TV. Snap pictures of these 
images and collect them in a 
folder on your computer. Then 
go through them from time to 
time.

Choose the Right Subject. Not everything makes a good picture and you should just take a pass on some subjects. If it 
doesn’t feel right after doing ten or so shots, let it be. Or figure how, under different conditions (at a different time of day, for 
example), it might be improved. There’s no reason to spend a lot of time on bad subject material when so much good stuff is out 
there just begging to be captured. 

Keep Your Eyes Open. Photographers who trekked around 
with Ansel Adams at his workshops would invariably walk past 
subject material that he would see and turn into great photographs. 
We are so blasted with visual stimuli that we take in everything as 
a whole and ignore individual parts. Learn to tune in by breaking 
things down into smaller pieces. Look at your surroundings with a 
new eye and see the possibilities in everything, from reflections in 
windows and puddles to close-ups of fragments of signs that can 
make great abstracts in bold colors. You can easily train yourself 
to do this by just homing in on the pieces that make up the whole.

See Different. Looking at things from a new point of view 
can transform a mundane subject into a strong picture. Most 
photographers are just plain lazy (or self-conscious) when it comes 
to putting some physical effort into getting low to the ground or up 
high on something to get a different angle. Shrug off the stares and 
just do what it takes to get the shot. Put some tilt into static shots 
to produce diagonal images that give the feeling of motion. 

Come in ultra-close or move back ultra-far. And did you know 
your camera can shoot vertical pictures as well as horizontal ones? 
You do that by turning it 90-degrees to the left or right.

Classic and contemporary art such as Nighthawks by Edward Hopper, 
1942, is a great starting point for learning about composition and lighting.

There are at least 20 abstract images that can be made by 
zooming in on sections of this sign and others like it. Tilt 
your camera at various angles and you may end up with a 
prize-winner.
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Simplify. “Simplify! Simplify!” That was Thoreau’s mantra when he lived 
alone in a cabin on Walden Pond for a year. Architect Mies Van Der Rohe had 
the same advice: “Less is more,” he said.  That’s what you want to strive for in 
your photos. Move in to eliminate distracting elements that will detract from 
your subject.

Carefully look at your background before you release the shutter and see, if by 
moving a bit this way or that, you can get rid of clutter that will confuse the 
eye. Simplify your colors, too. A few strong colors are better than many. And 
sometimes, very little color is best of all. Even with Photoshop at the ready, try 
to frame your shot as perfectly as possible– it’ll save you hours of work later and 
sharpen your eye.

Let’s see how good your powers of observation are. What visual element would 
have to be added to this old NH poster if it were used today?

Think “Poster.” People are attracted to posters of all kinds: movie posters, recruiting posters, propaganda posters, sales 
posters. Study these carefully and you’ll see that their visual elements are very strong; they get your attention quickly and hold 
it while they deliver the message. Next time you’re out shooting, try for that dramatic poster effect. You achieve it by using 
simplification to get rid of elements that don’t contribute to the visual message. Use strong colors, add an unusual angle and 
you’ll have a powerful picture.

Albert 

http://blog.redriverpaper.com/2016/08/how-to-shoot-prize-winning-photos-part-1.html?trk_msg=5C5SS3AI73GK7F0JKES1T8UC5K&trk_contact=9Q7CT1JD97GC48I8P5VHUR8RA4&utm_source=listrak&utm_medium=email&utm_term=Red+River+Paper&utm_campaign=Learn+About+Paper+Brightness+%7c+How+To+Shoot+Prize-Winning+Photos%2c+Part+1+%7c+San+Gabriel+2.0

